Kirsty Mackenzie
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sandra McKelvie
24 February 2018 16:09
Katie Crerar
JCF
Re: Local Plan query

Hi Katie,
Thank you for your helpful email. I am attaching a map that clearly shows the boundaries of the existing
Caravan Park and the proposed new development.
CNPA are already aware of this proposal and I feel sure there will be information regarding it in your files.
It is our intention to progress the planning on this during the summer months and it would be extremely
helpful if the area of land as shown on the plan could be incorporated into the local plan.
The area of land, as shown on map, is under our ownership.
If you need any further information please do not hesitate to email. If you wish to discuss in person, on site
then please contact my son and business partner,
Kind Regards
Sandra

On 23 Feb 18, at 03:56, Katie Crerar <KatieCrerar@cairngorms.co.uk> wrote:
Dear Sandra,
Many thanks for email.
If you would like to propose a site allocation in the next Local Development Plan, you can just email us explaining
what you wish to be included, what it’s for and why (We do have an online portal for submitting comments but an
email in this case would be fine). We would appreciate as much information as possible to help us understand what
you are proposing.
Whilst I appreciate you are away, it would be very helpful for us it you are able to send us a map of with the area
you wish to be included outlined. This does not have to be formal, it could even just drawn on the map you
attached. I’m not sure when you get back but if you are able to send us some form of map within the next couple of
weeks that would be appreciated.
Kind Regards
Katie
Katie Crerar
Planning Officer (Development Planning)
Cairngorms National Park Authority
14 The Square
Grantown-on-Spey
PH26 3HG
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Direct Dial: 01479 870551
You can find our Planning Service Charter here.

 Before printing, think about the environment

From: Sandra McKelvie [
Sent: 22 February 2018 15:03
To: Katherine Donnachie
Cc: JCF
Subject: Local Plan
Hi Katherine,
I am not in UK at present or I would call you to meet up.
Can you tell me if there is anything we can do to ensure that our potential future development land is included in the local plan
boundary?
It’s the land behind the label “THC040” on attached map.
Look forward to hearing from you when you get a chance.
Kind Regards
Sandra McKelvie
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